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Plan for this week’s lectures
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This week

1 Lecture (recorded)
I Illustrations of climate policies in place and in planning
I The microeconomic design problem: (i) price vs. quantity instruments,

(ii) hybrid instruments, (iii) instruments for asymmetric information
2 Lecture (classroom, hybrid)

I Reading: Analysis of EU-level and domestic policies
I Distributional implications of the polices
I Carbon leakage
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Illustrations
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Carbon price in the news

In one of his first acts in office, on January 20, President Biden issued an
executive order establishing an Interagency Working Group on the Social Cost of
Greenhouse Gases:

European Union in July 2021:

One approach sets a ‘price’, another a ‘budget’. Two different approaches?
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Carbon pricing in 2021

(Link to the source) About 21% of global emissions subject to some form
of carbon pricing
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https://carbonpricingdashboard.worldbank.org/


EU Emissions Trading System, EU ETS

Emission prices are uncertain

(Link to the source)
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https://tradingeconomics.com/commodity/carbon


Earlier example of uncertain prices: SO2 trading in the US
Prices per ton of SO2 in dollars
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https://www.dropbox.com/sh/p02tqytamsblxpa/AADnoXAJ7Uw4-Ql1V145pibEa?dl=0


Recent pollution market proposal: CO2 from traffic

YLE, Oct 22, 2019: "A team of economists at Aalto University has recommended
the introduction of an annual cap on CO2 emissions from fossil fuels if Finland
wants to achieve its ambitious goal of halving traffic emissions by 2030. The
quota would gradually decrease every year up to 2030, thereby reducing the
emissions in line with the Finnish government’s targets."
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CO2 from traffic
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CO2 from traffic
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CO2 from traffic

In Finland, there is a CO2 tax already – What is the impact of the new
system?
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Design questions
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What is the optimal instrument for regulating pollution?

The proposal above suggested a system of tradable rights. A number of
questions to be answered:

Is this system better than a tax on CO2?
I Answer from the theory for optimal instrument design: price or

quantity instrument may be chosen depending on the fundamentals of
the problem

I Uncertainty is one such fundamental

We observed that there is a price collar (floor, ceiling) in the proposal
– why is this? The optimal instrument may a combination of the
prices and quantities
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Prices vs. Quantities
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A design question for regulation

A fundamental problem for market design, illustrated by the EU ETS
experience:

Uncertainty. The private cost of the regulation is not known at the
time of instrument design. For example, setting prices on externality
causing activities or quantities limiting the level of the activity are, in
principle, equivalent but important differences arise when there is
uncertainty.

The outcome in the EU ETS would have been very different under a tax on
pollution (price instrument). How to optimally make the choice between
the instruments?

price instrument: Pigouvian tax on pollution
quantity instrument: a system of tradable rights
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Choice between prices vs. quantities

Let x now denote an uncertain factor that influences consumer (or market)
valuation of pollution-generating activity. x may be "technology",
"productivity", "boom/recession" measure that is uncertain. We denote
the amount of pollution by z .
Timing:

1 Policy is chosen: price on z or, alternatively, quantity cap on the total
amount of z

2 x is realized, and firms choose z .
Reflects reality: policy such as the EU emissions trading scheme must be
chosen first, and then firms learn the private value of the pollution activity.
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Consumers’ utility from services that generate pollution z

u(z) = u0 + (u1 + x)(z − z∗)− u2

2
(z − z∗)2

where coefficients u0, u1, u2 are given. We can think of this expression as
being a quadratic approximation of some general utility function at z = z∗.
So z∗ is a given constant as well. Marginal utility is then linear:

u′(z) = u1 + x − u2(z − z∗)

To make the analysis really simple we reduce the number of parameters by
setting u1 = z∗, renaming u2 = a, and also by multiplying x by a so that

u′(z) = z∗ − a(z − z∗ − x).

This is then the linear demand curve pollution.
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The total social cost curve for producing services that generate pollution z
is

c(z) = c0 + c1(z − z∗) +
c2
2

(z − z∗)2

where coefficients c0, c1, c2 are given. Again, we can think of this
expression is a quadratic approximation of some general cost function at
z = z∗. So z∗ is a given constant as well. Marginal cost is then linear:

c ′(z) = c1 + c2(z − z∗)

To make the analysis REALLY simple we set c1 = z∗, and rename c2 = b
so that

c ′(z) = z∗ + b(z − z∗).

This is then the linear social supply curve of z .
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The social optimum: ex ante

Assume that E{x} = 0: the technology or demand is not expected to
change in a systematic way. How should we choose pollution z if we could
do that after observing x? Just equate the private demand price and the
social cost, that is, u′(z) = c ′(z):

The socially optimal pollution (FB=first best) is

zFB = z∗ +
a

a + b
x

You see that when x = 0 (no uncertainty), then zFB = z∗. BUT: we
cannot observe x at the time of policy making. We are restricted to
second-best policy.
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Second-best: quantity policy

What is the optimal z , to be chosen before observing x? The optimal
choice is

zQ = z∗

where Q refers to quantity policy, that is, quantity set before the
realization of uncertainty.

Proof: The expected loss from setting z is:

−a + b

2
(z − z∗)2

which is minimized by setting zQ = z∗.
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Second best: price policy

When facing tax τ per unit of pollution, private agents respond by
choosing z such that

max
z

(
u(z)− τz

)
⇒

z∗ − a(z − z∗ − x) = τ

This allows us choose τ so that the expected pollution is at the desired
level, that is, E{z(τ)} = z∗.

Optimal tax τ per unit of z is

τ∗ = z∗

⇔
E{z(τ)} = z∗
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Choosing between quantities and prices

Recall that once the uncertainty is realized x 6= 0, the policy will lead to an
outcome that deviates from the first best. The quantity policy zQ will be
off by this much

zFBE − zQ =
a

a + b
x

while the price policy zτ leads to a deviation in the other direction

zFBE − zτ = − b

a + b
x .

To make the choice between the instruments, we need to compare the
resulting losses from these deviations.
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Choosing between quantities and prices

Let ∆Q and ∆τ denote the expected loss from deviations zFBE − zQ and
zFBE − zτ , respectively

The optimal policy depends only on the slopes of the marginal private
valuation and the marginal social costs:

∆Q < ∆τ ⇔ b > a

explained in the video
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prices vs. quantities: lessons

price instrument makes sense in climate change: the social cost arises
from changes in stocks ⇒ b is low.
Suppose uncertainty can take two values, x ∈ [xL, xH ]. The quantity
instrument can be supplemented with prices to achieve first best!
Regulator can sell more rights in state x = xH , and buy back permits
in the low state x = xL. Difficult to implement if uncertainty has a
richer structure but gains in general to be achieved through this
"hybrid" price-quantity scheme.
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Asymmetric information

So far we have assumed that the regulation is designed before agents
know their x . This describes well situations where the actions to be
taken are new to all parties; not even firms have a good idea how
costly, for example, emissions reductions will be.
However, it is often the case that firms have much better information
even if it is not full information. Thus, there is private or asymmetric
information. This changes the nature of the policy design issue quite a
bit.
Next we illustrate how in principle one can design an auction
mechanism that makes the firms to reveal their private information
(see Montero, American Economic Review 2008)
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Asymmetric information: pollution illustration

Regulator would like to choose

min
z

[C (z) + D(z)]

where C (z) is the cost of abatement and D(z) is the cost of emissions.
Note that C ′(z) < 0 in this formulation. The optimum is assumed to be
interior and given by

−C ′(z) = D ′(z)
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Asymmetric information: pollution illustration

For illustration, consider first only one firm. The mechanism is the
following.
The firm is asked to report its marginal valuation for z at each level of z .
Thus, the firm reports a curve, denoted by P̂(z). If P̂(z) = −C ′(z), then
the firm is reporting truthfully. The reported P̂(z) defines the reported cost
curve Ĉ (z).

1 The regulator decides how many licenses to pollute, denoted by l , to
give by solving

min
l

[Ĉ (l) + D(l)]⇒ p = −Ĉ ′(l) = D ′(l)

2 The regulator takes p as the price of emissions and rebates money
back to the firm: αpl where α ∈ (0, 1)
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Asymmetric information: pollution illustration

Firms payoff
min
l

[Ĉ (l) + pl(1− α(l))]

The same as the regulator’s objective if

pl(1− α(l)) = D(l)

⇒ D ′(l)l(1− α(l)) = D(l)

⇒ α(l) = 1− D(l)

D ′(l)l

When facing the rebate rule α(l) = 1− D(l)
D′(l)l , the firm reports truthfully

P̂(z) = −C ′(z), and the resulting allocation of licenses is socially optimal,
l∗ = z∗
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Figure illustrating the auction mechanism
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